We present a new computer-aided modeling methodology to develop physics-based empirical models ("coarse" models) for microwave passive components. We consider frequency-independent empirical models (FIEM) and frequencydependent empirical models (FDEM). In the FDEM we use the frequency mapping approach [l] to introduce frequency dependency into the model elements. We also exploit the odd property of the frequency mapping, that is the transformed or "coarse" model frequency must be an odd function of frequency. ANNs or
INTRODUCTION
We present a new computer-aided modeling methodology to develop physics-based empirical models ("coarse" models) for microwave passive components. We consider frequency-independent empirical models (FIEM) and frequencydependent empirical models (FDEM) . In the FDEM we use the frequency mapping approach [l] to introduce frequency dependency into the model elements. We also exploit the odd property of the frequency mapping, that is the transformed or "coarse" model frequency must be an odd function of frequency. reduces the number of input parameters to the ANN or the MRF. We illustrate the process through various examples, including a microstrip right angle bend and a CPW short-circuit stub.
FREQUENCY-INDEPENDENT EMPIRICAL MODELS (FIEM)
Consider a microwave component modeled by a fine model (typically a suitable full-wave EM simulator) and a coarse, equivalent circuit (empirical) model. We assume that the model topology is known but empirical formulas are to be determined. Let xf be an n-dimensional vector representing the parameters of the component, Rf is a vector representing the fine model responses, e.g., the scattering parameters, w is the frequency and R, is a vector representing the coarse model responses. The development of the FIEM is carried out by evaluating an [-dimensional vector y which represents the empirical formulas. Applying dimensional analysis y becomes a function of an n,-dimensional vector xr (nr < n), which we call the reduced input parameter vector. Through ANNs or MRFs 
Training points are selected according to the Central Composite Design (CCD) [6] . More points are added if necessary.
FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT EMPIRICAL MODELS (FDEM)
Two approaches can be used to introduce frequency dependency to the elements of the FDEM. One approach is to make the reduced vector x, and hence y depend on frequency as well as other physical parameters. The second approach exploits the frequency mapping concept [ 13, where we simulate the coarse model at a different frequency from the fine model. We call this frequency the coarse model frequency 4. Frequency transformations (mappings) have roots in classical filter design, for example, lowpass to band-pass transformations [ 7 ] . Dimensional analysis is also applied to determine the dependency of on was well as the physical parameters. Both y and 4 can be approximated by an ANN or an MRF as where w1 and w2 are the parameters of the ANN or MRF. These parameters are evaluated by solving an optimization problem similar to (2).
PROPERTIES OF THE FREQUENCY
MAPPING Simulating the coarse model at a different frequency from that of the fine model implicitly introduces frequency dependency to the coarse model. For example, if the device is lossless the model contains only lossless lumped-elements (inductors and capacitors). In this case, an FDEM simulated at 4 and with a circuit element vectory is equivalent to an FDEM simulated at U and circuit element vector yl=(&u)y. property is also preserved for low-pass filter to high-or band-pass transformations 171). Exploiting this property with dimensional analysis hrther reduces the number of ANN or MRF parameters approximating 4.
TRANSFORMATION OF FDEMS INTO
FIEMS The advantage of using MRFs to approximate the frequency mapping is that we can transform the FDEM into an equivalent FIEM. This transformation involves one-port impedance synthesis, which states that the impedance we want to realize should be a rational function. For example, the frequency mapping used in two examples presented here (microstrip right angle bend and microstrip via) takes the form CO'. = 01 f, -a"2 (6) f , -U2h where fi, f2, A, f4 are polynomials of the device physical parameters. We believe that (6) may be usefbl for other devices such as microstrip mitered bends, microstrip step junctions, etc.
To display the results in a compact way we define the error in the scattering parameter So as the modulus of the difference between the scattering parameter S i computed by the fine model and the scattering parameter S,; computed by the coarse model error in sii = IS{ -
(7)
where i = 1,2 ,..., M and j = 1, 2 ,..., M (M is the number of ports of the microwave device). where c is the speed of light and y is an unknown fbnction to be approximated. We use MRFs to approximate y as well as 'y. Fig. 3 shows the error in the scattering parameters SI I at 16 test points in the region of interest for thc FDEM.
MICROSTRIP RIGHT ANGLE BEND
We transform the FDEM into an equivalent FIEM as follows. The frequency w, is given by FDEM with respect to emTM at the test points. The training points are chosen according to the Central Composite Design (CCD) [6] in addition to 4 more points (total 13 training points).
CIRCUIT STUB
The worst case % errors in SI, of thc FIEM of the CPW short-circuit stub is 2%. We observe good results of the FIEM in the range [ 1, 401 GHz (worst case % error of 4%).
CONCLUSIONS
We present a unified computer-aidcd modeling methodology for developing broad band models of microwave passive components. Two types of model are considered: FIEMs and FDEMs.
COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE (CPW) SHORT-
FDEMs can be transformed to equivalent FIEMs if we use an MRF to approximate the frequency mapping. This is important since the FIEMs are readily implementable in conventional circuit simulators. We applied our modeling methodology to develop broadband empirical models for several microwave components.
